
The Sensational Single Cell
Reading: Dr. Otto and the Four Fatal Flaws

Meet Otto, Mad Scientist 

This is Dr. Otto, a mad scientist who runs a bakery. 

Um, okay, thanks for the clarification. Anyway, one day Dr. 
Otto is looking through his microscope at the baker’s 
yeast he uses in his bread, and he has an idea. 

Dr. Otto draws up plans for a robot that can work in his 
bakery and that can also make copies of itself. He figures 
there are some basic abilities that both yeast cells and 
self-reproducing robots need to have in order to work 
and successfully reproduce themselves. He identifies four 
of these basic abilities. (What are they? You’ll see…) As he 
draws up his plans, Dr. Otto includes design features that 
give his robots these four 
abilities. 

He sends his plans for his 
new self-reproducing robots 
across town to the Wild 
Fabrications Robot Factory. 
What could go wrong? 

The First Robot Prototype 

A week later, Dr. Otto welcomes a shiny new robot to his 
bakery. 

Dr. Otto nearly dances with joy as he takes the robot out 
of its box. He turns it on. Its battery has been partially 
charged at the factory, so it’s able to start right up! 

Robot A’s lights glow brightly, 
all sorts of mechanical noises 
come from inside it, it moves 
around—but soon, things 
begin to go wrong. The robot 
doesn’t behave with any 
purpose. Dr. Otto looks on in 
alarm as the robot just 
wobbles around randomly. 

Upon close inspection, Dr. 
Otto notices that the robot 
factory overlooked a critical feature of his design. This 
mistake leaves out one of the basic abilities that both self-
reproducing robots and yeast cells need. 

Turn and Talk 

Can you guess what critical ability Robot A is 
missing 

What type of missing piece was overlooked at the 
factory? 

continued…

In the Reader's Theater, Tim compared real-life yeast cells to self-reproducing robots. Let's explore what a robot would 
need to be able to do to make copies of itself. What can those imaginary robots show us about how living cells manage 
to make more and more copies of themselves? The story we'll read now explores the science fiction of self-reproducing 
robots, which someday may become science fact!
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Once again, he takes it out of its box and turns it on.

Robot B heads straight to an electrical outlet. But then it 
becomes confused. It looks from the outlet to Dr. Otto 
and back again. It looks down at itself and pats itself all 
over (clang, clang, clang!), like someone searching for 
something in a bunch of pockets. The Robot gradually 
slows down, and its lights go dim. Soon, it slumps to the 
floor and lies motionless.

Examining the robot closely, Dr. Otto sees that the factory 
has again left out a necessary part of his design.

Turn and Talk 

The Third Robot Prototype 

Dr. Otto checks the plans he sent to the factory. “There 
it is: there’s supposed to be an electrical cord for 
recharging the robot,” he says, “but the factory forgot 
to put it in.” So Robot B lacks the ability to acquire 
energy that it needs to keep operating. Dr. Otto packs 
the robot up and sends it back to the Wild Fabrications 
Robot Factory. 

A week later, a third robot is delivered to his bakery. 

Dr. Otto is excited to try out Robot C, although by now 
he’s a little nervous. Once 
again, he takes it out of its 
box and turns it on. 

Robot C looks great at 
first. It goes to an 
electrical outlet and uses 
a built-in electrical cord to 
plug itself in. After getting 
charged up, it unplugs 
itself. 

Robot C goes over to a pile 
of raw materials that Dr. 
Otto has provided for his 
robots to use when making 
copies of themselves—
scrap metal, recyclable 
plastic, silicon-rich sand 
and other substances. But 
the Robot can’t take in the 
raw materials. The Robot 
scoops them up and holds 
them, but then it just looks 
confused. 

“Oh dear,” sighs Dr. Otto. “It’s happened again. The 
factory has left out another important feature of my 
design.” 

Turn and Talk 

• What do both self-replicating robots and yeast cells
need to be able to do that Robot C can’t do?

• What type of missing piece did the factory forget to
build into the robot?

continued…

The Second Robot Prototype 

Dr. Otto realizes that Robot A has no operating 
instructions, because the small computer with memory 
that was supposed be installed was left out. 

Dr. Otto packs up the robot and sends it back to the 
Wild Fabrications Robot Factory.

A week later, Dr. Otto welcomes a second robot to his 
bakery.
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• Can you guess what 
critical ability Robot B 
is missing?

• What type of missing 
piece was overlooked 
at the factory?  
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Dr. Otto realizes that the 
robot factory overlooked 
the part of his plans 
where he had drawn an 
intake opening to allow 
the robot to take in 
materials. The robot 
needs to be able to bring 
in materials to repair itself and build new robots. He 
packs up Robot C and sends it back to the Wild 
Fabrications Robot Factory, with the relevant part of the 
plans circled. 

A week later, a fourth robot arrives at the bakery. 

Anxious but hopeful, Dr. Otto 
takes the robot out of its box. 
This one has a materials-
intake opening: check! Dr. 
Otto turns it on. But once 
again, things start out right 
and then go wrong. 

Robot D picks up some raw 
materials and pours them into 

its intake opening. Soon it has taken in the whole supply 
of raw materials. 

Then strange noises come 
from inside it—grinding, 
burning, gurgling, and 
hammering noises—while its 
internal machinery turns the 
useful elements of the raw 
materials into new robot parts. 
Those parts start coming out 
of Robot D like candy coming 
out of a snack machine, and 
the robot starts to put some of 
them together to make a new 
robot. 

But something isn’t right. 

Robot D is starting to swell up. Its metal sides groan, and 
its rivets start to pop out at the seams. Before it can finish 
building a complete copy of itself, it bursts open. 
Unusable materials—gaseous, liquid, and solid—pour out 
of the ruptured robot. 
For the fourth time, Dr. Otto examines the robot 
wreckage and figures out what important feature of his 
design the factory forgot to include. 

Turn and Talk 

• Can you guess what critical ability Robot D is
missing?

• What type of missing piece was overlooked at the
factory? 

The Fifth Robot Prototype 

Dr. Otto looks at the plans that he sent to the Wild 
Fabrications Robot Factory and realizes that his drawings 
and notes could have been clearer. The factory missed 
the part where he showed how the robot would remove 
waste materials that have not been turned into new 
robots. Dr. Otto highlights the section on the plan where 
the robot fabricators should include waste output pipes. 
Dr. Otto packs the fourth robot up and sends it back to 
the Wild Fabrications Robot Factory. 

A week later, a delivery 
truck rolls up to the 
bakery with a fifth robot. 

“Please work!” Dr. Otto 
begs as he takes the 
robot out of its box and 
turns it on. 

Robot E has an electrical 
cord and successfully charges up its batteries. It scoops 
raw materials into its intake opening, and its internal 
machinery starts turning the useful elements of the raw 
materials into new robot parts. This time it has a way to 
remove materials wasted while building robot parts. 

The robot assembles a copy of itself using the new parts 
it has made. 

continued…
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The Robots’ First Work Day 

“Now how about baking some 
bread?” Dr. Otto suggests. 
“You got it doc,” say the two robots 
together. 

First the two robots take in raw 
materials so that they can start 
making new robot parts internally. 

Then, while their insides are churning away, they get to 
work baking bread. Dr. Otto beams with pride. “This is 
great! As long as my robots can repair and reproduce 
themselves faster than they break down, I’ll be able to stay 
in business forever.” 

At the end of the day and thousands of loaves later, the 
robots look worn and tired. Fortunately, they’ve been 
generating parts to repair themselves and to build new 
copies of themselves. 

Each robot builds a copy of itself. Then all four robots plug 
into electrical outlets to charge their batteries overnight. 

Persistence Pays Off 

The next morning, the four robots take in raw materials to 
start generating new robot parts. Then they start baking 
more bread. 

“Well,” says Dr. Otto, “four different things went wrong. But 
I fixed them, and now I have a team of Dr. Otto’s Baker 
Bots making enough bread to feed the entire town. 
Tonight I’ll have eight robots. Tomorrow night, sixteen! 
Soon, I’ll be able to feed the whole county, the state, and 
then the world!” 

He stops and scratches his head. “Hmm… I’m going to 
need more flour. And more yeast. Maybe more ovens, and 
an upgraded electrical system with more outlets for more 
robots to recharge their batteries. And I need to get a hold 
of more raw materials for the robots to use. I better get to 
work.” 
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